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Letter from the Editor 
Devin O’Brien 
 

December 12, 2023 

 

Dear Readers, 

It is my great privilege to write to you as the Editor-in-Chief of the University of Connecticut’s 

Undergraduate Political Review. This semester we are proud to publish our seventeenth edition 

of the journal. With each edition, our writers explore the complex political issues that shape our 

world. 

All articles in this journal are written and edited entirely by undergraduate students. Together, 

our writers and editors engage in a rigorous drafting process to create polished scholarly 

articles. Past editions have asked writers to address specific themes. This edition did not have a 

theme, but we observed a strong interest in topics related to the negative social and political 

consequences of capitalism. So, we have decided to name this edition “Global Capitalism: 

Crossroads and Challenges.” 

The success of this journal would be impossible without the support of many individuals. First, I 

must thank and celebrate our writers and editors for all of their hard work. Their dedication to 

improving their craft as writers and political thinkers is evident in the amazing articles they have 

produced. Additionally, I must thank Dr. Oksan Bayulgen, Dr. Evan Perkoski, and the University 

of Connecticut Department of Political Science for their strong support for our journal. Last, I 

must thank Kieler Langemo, the Assistant Editor-in-Chief, for his incredible contributions in 

developing a stronger brand identity for the journal. 

I also thank you, our dear readers, for supporting this journal. We are very grateful for the 

encouragement our political science community provides. Now more than ever, the world needs 

to develop and celebrate political thinking to seek solutions for the challenges that lie ahead. We 

hope you enjoy what some of the finest political minds at the University of Connecticut have to 

offer. 

If you have any questions for us or are interested in joining the Undergraduate Political Review 

at the start of next semester, please feel free to contact us at uconnpoliticalreview@gmail.com. 

 

Sincerely,  

Devin O’Brien, Editor-in-Chief 
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Lights, Camera, Action...? A Look into the Intense Labor 

Strikes across the Entertainment Industry 
Lauren Baskin 
 

The conversations surrounding Hollywood productions and filmmaking have been 

overwhelmed by the long-standing SAG-AFTRA (Screen Actors Guild - American Federation of 

Television and Radio Artists) and WGA (Writers Guild of America) strikes. Advocating for better 

wages and treatment of workers in the entertainment industries, these strikes conjure up 

interesting conversations regarding the hierarchical structure of Hollywood. It is easy to assume 

that the glitz and glam of the entertainment industries is reflected into the bank account of those 

who inhabit it; however, these strikes have proven that there is a serious deficit within wage 

distributions and employee treatment between the top and bottom of the stratum.  

As people become more aware of the mistreatment of underserved workers—writers, 

production crew, and actors that do not fall in the top one percent of the job market—these 

strikes are expanding upon the importance of union protests and the necessity of advocating for 

a better distribution of pay in the age of ever-changing technologies and streaming services. 

But, as argued by journalist Jason Frank, “The strike has served as a reminder that, despite 

functioning as an escape based on creative output for many, the entertainment business is still, 

ultimately, a business.”1 Beyond the problematic dealings and lack of negotiation, these strikes 

also demonstrate how prevalent Hollywood is in all aspects of American society— and how the 

absence of writers will completely alter the industry as a whole. The writing staff at the Los 

Angeles Times states, “the actors union represents many types of performers — actors, 

dancers, stunt people — each with specific needs that need to be addressed.”2 But how can 

these needs, along with the sustainability of the entertainment industry be addressed when 

executive companies are spending their time negotiating new deals through streaming 

services? 

Labor unions have been an integral part of political protests in the capitalist work force 

for decades. While these strikes highlight the importance of unions and workplace activism 

across the depths of production crews, A-List actors, and executive producers and directors, 

these strikes also generate an interesting conversation about the future of entertainment with 

the influence of artificial intelligence (AI). The writers and actors within these unions are asking 

whether it is possible that AI can do the jobs that humans have been performing for decades; 

based on the pushback and delayed deal-making from the ends of the executive companies, it 

is clear that executives might think so: “Artificial intelligence, for example, is an especially 

existential threat for background actors, some of whom say they've already had their bodies 

 

1 Frank, Jason P. “The 2023 Hollywood Strike for Dummies.” Vulture, October 23, 2023. 
https://www.vulture.com/article/wga-strike-2023.html.  

 
2 LA Times Writing Staff. “Writers’ Strike: What Happened, How It Ended and Its Impact on Hollywood.” Los Angeles 
Times, October 19, 2023. https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/business/story/2023-05-01/writers-strike-what-
to-know-wga-guild-hollywood-productions.  
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scanned for reuse.”3 According to many entertainment lawyers and reporters, the conversations 

surrounding the mistreatment of actors and the future of the entertainment workforce will be 

ongoing; in the wake of these conflicts, members of society that rely heavily on entertainment 

will be impacted by the delay of their favorite late night shows, films, or sitcoms—further 

implicating the California economy (as of 2023, the state has lost nearly $5 billion in their 

economic revenue).4 Tara Kole, one of the leading entertainment lawyers in Hollywood, is weary 

about the future of the business: ''Any hope that this would be fast has faded…I hate to say it, 

but it's going to be a while.”5 

Although the threat of AI is looming over performers across Hollywood, it is clear that 

many people that actually do the performing do not see any benefits in using AI beyond the 

financial savings that big productions receive. VICE reporter Jules Rosco argues the reasoning 

behind this push for AI in her interview with PBS reporter Ali Rogin: “[AI] is being used to 

generate new pilot ideas for new shows or to rework a script such that it can be used by a studio 

without having to have a writer in the room when the script is being filmed”, “The crux of this 

matter when it comes to the writers and actors strike is that the large sets of data come from the 

content that writers and actors have generated, and they have not been compensated for any AI 

training that has been done on that data.”6 Although the emergence of AI in the entertainment 

workforce is daunting for workers that have trained for these jobs throughout most of their lives, 

the sheer fact that many individuals are not being compensated for their assistance in AI 

emergence is an additional punch to the gut: “the technology could easily be used to replace the 

actors in background roles in studio and streaming productions — the ones listed in the credits 

with titles like ‘second police officer’ or ‘waiter in the restaurant.’ These roles generate a huge 

number of the jobs that SAG-AFTRA members depend on to pay their bills.”7 

The emergence of AI has posed interesting challenges to these longstanding 

negotiations in Hollywood. In addition to the demands the unions are making with regard to 

streaming service contracts, there are fears of the role AI may play in the future of music, 

theater, and film productions. While all parties agree that there can be some positive aspects to 

the introduction of AI in Hollywood productions, there are no limits on studios' use of AI with 

scripts they already own.8 With this in mind, most union members are not completely against AI, 

 

3 Veltman, Chloe. “The Hollywood Writers Strike Is over, but the Actors Strike Could Drag On. Here’s Why.” NPR, 
October 2, 2023. https://www.npr.org/2023/10/02/1202858838/the-hollywood-writers-strike-is-over-but-the-actors-
strike-could-drag-on-heres-w.  

 
4 Ibid. 

 
5 Barnes, Brooks, and John Koblin. "Lengthy Strike Looks Likely for Hollywood Writers." New York Times, May 8, 
2023, B1(L). Gale Academic OneFile (accessed October 27, 2023). 
https://link.gale.com/apps/doc/A748415200/AONE?u=a04fu&sid=googleScholar&xid=e8929a54. 

 
6 Rogin, Ali, and Andrew Corkery. “Why Artificial Intelligence Is a Central Dispute in the Hollywood Strikes.” PBS, 
September 2, 2023. https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/why-artificial-intelligence-is-a-central-dispute-in-the-
hollywood-strikes.  

 
7 Isidore, Chris. “Ai Is a Concern for Writers. but Actors Could Have Even More to Fear | CNN Business.” CNN, July 
18, 2023. https://www.cnn.com/2023/07/18/business/ai-actors-strike/index.html.  

 
8 Coyle, Jake. “In Hollywood Writers’ Battle against AI, Humans Win (for Now).” AP News, September 27, 2023. 
https://apnews.com/article/hollywood-ai-strike-wga-artificial-intelligence-
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but rather how their contributions will be recognized in the use of AI systems: “they are 

demanding safeguards against AI, which can potentially use a star’s likeness without his or her 

permission or replace background actors entirely.”9 But given the grievances executives are 

pushing onto the Hollywood workforce, it is evident that the unions are fighting back and will not 

stop until they are properly recognized for their contributions to the industry. Breaking Bad actor 

Bryan Cranston showed his support at the union marches, stating that AI dehumanizes the 

workforce: “It’s not good for society. It’s not good for our environment. It’s not good for working-

class families.”10 

As the deal-making within the SAG-AFTRA union found resolution on November 9th, 

2023, these strikes in the entertainment industry are an important reminder that the expansion 

of technology presents an interesting paradox for modern laborers. While leftist political 

theorists would likely approve of the removal of the disposable labor class through the 

implementation of AI, the eradication of jobs strips many entertainers of their motivations to join 

the industry in the first place. What is left of a business if the foundation of creativity and 

innovation championed by real beings is morphed into a technological conglomerate of AI 

robots? As the dealings and negotiations conclude, it will be interesting to hear an executive 

company’s answer to that question.  

  

 

39ab72582c3a15f77510c9c30a45ffc8#:~:text=NEW%20YORK%20(AP)%20%E2%80%94%20After,generative%20AI
%20in%20the%20workplace.  

 
9 Ibid. 

 
10 Ibid. 
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A Look at the Current Environmental Policy in the United 

States 
Sara Bedigian 
 

 Climate change has become a widely known topic of discussion domestically and 

internationally. Following further support for the rising environmentalism movement in the 

1960s, more people became aware of its effects on the world. As concerns over the 

environment grew, Congress passed legislation to mitigate the damaging impacts of climate 

change. However, as greenhouse gas emissions continue to climb today, additional policy is 

necessary to combat these negative consequences. 

No sole legal measure can stop climate change, but several foundational pieces of 

legislation set the framework for future environmental policy. The first meaningful act was the 

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), which was passed in 1969 to “create and maintain 

conditions under which humans and nature can exist in productive harmony, that permit fulfilling 

the social, economic and other requirements of present and future generations.”11 Since the 

Act’s passage, it has been the “first and last line of defense against government 

mismanagement and industry abuse.”12 Additionally, prior to NEPA, the Clean Air Act was 

adopted in 1963, establishing nationwide air quality standards for six air pollutants: ground-level 

ozone, sulfur dioxide, particulate matter, nitrogen oxide, carbon monoxide, and lead.13 Known 

collectively as the National Ambient Air Quality Standards, these limits were created to mitigate 

heavy producers of air pollution and led to the creation of national regulatory programs that 

required industries to control their production of air pollutants.14 As corporations became more 

aware of their gas emissions, the safety of humans, plants, and animals improved. On top of 

addressing air pollutants, the government also looked to control the impacts of water pollution. 

In 1972, the Clean Water Act made it illegal to discharge a pollutant into waters without a 

federal permit.15 Two years later, the Safe Drinking Water Act aimed to maintain water quality 

for drinking sources and require owners of public water systems to abide by the standards.16  

 

11 “Learn about Sustainability | US EPA,” EPA, accessed December 4, 2023, https://www.epa.gov/sustainability/learn-
about-sustainability. 

 
12  “The People’s Environmental Law: National Environmental Policy Act,” Earthjustice, July 31, 2023, 
https://earthjustice.org/feature/national-environmental-policy-
act#:~:text=Since%20Congress%20passed%20NEPA%20in,government%20mismanagement%20. 

 
13 “Implementation of the Clean Air Act,” Ballotpedia, accessed December 4, 2023, 

https://ballotpedia.org/Implementation_of_the_Clean_Air_Act.  
 
14 “Clean Air Act,” Encyclopædia Britannica, November 27, 2023, https://www.britannica.com/topic/Clean-Air-Act-
United-States-1970. 

 
15 “Summary of the Clean Water Act | US EPA,” EPA, accessed December 4, 2023, https://www.epa.gov/laws-
regulations/summary-clean-water-act.  
16 “Summary of the Safe Drinking Water Act | US EPA,” EPA, accessed December 4, 2023, 
https://www.epa.gov/laws-regulations/summary-safe-drinking-water-act.  
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While the Air and Water Acts have established quality standards for several decades, 

the implications of climate change are only increasing, meaning new, additional action is 

necessary. In 2022, President Joe Biden signed the Inflation Reduction Act, dedicated to 

lowering energy costs and allowing communities to mitigate the climate crisis through different 

agriculture practices, forest restorations, and rural communities.17 According to the United 

States Department of Agriculture, the act makes a “once-in-a-generation investment that 

supports rural communities and their needs.”18  The act launched several plans, including an 

increasing land access program to help underserved farmers, the NextGen program to build and 

sustain agriculture enterprises, and the provision of billions of dollars across different platforms 

to fund clean energy projects throughout the country.19 

 The United States has taken great strides to ease the environmental issues on the 

federal level, but actions must go further to lessen the impacts of climate change. A new report 

by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change confirms that emissions and atmospheric 

concentrations of greenhouse gasses are at record highs in 2023.20 A PBS article analyzed this, 

emphasizing that to “keep warming within 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels, global 

greenhouse gas emissions must decline by around 21 percent by 2030 and around 35 percent 

by 2035.”21 The world has the technology to “turn the corner,” but if countries “rein in emissions, 

adapting to the damage it causes will be more difficult and expensive in the future.”22 

 The federal government must pursue efforts to promote energy efficiency, energy 

conservation, carbon capture and sequestration, and the use of renewable resources to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions. Environmental organizations like the Environmental Defense Fund 

and the National Resource Defense Council (NRDC) call for Americans to reduce their carbon 

footprint. The NRDC explains how turning off lights and electronics when not using them, 

decreasing the amount of distance traveled in vehicles, and using more efficient electrical 

appliances are also ways to reduce emissions.23 While this individual action does not hurt, more 

federal action has to occur. Further implementation of legislation is necessary to enforce the 

protection of water, air, and other natural entities. While the Inflation Act should push the United 

States from a 25 percent to 40 percent reduction in greenhouse gasses by the end of the 

 

17 “Fact Sheet: Marking One Year of the Inflation Reduction Act,” USDA, accessed December 4, 2023, 
https://www.usda.gov/media/press-releases/2023/08/16/fact-sheet-marking-one-year-inflation-reduction-
act#:~:text=The%20law%20increases%20access%20to,of%20wildfires%20and%20extreme%20heat.  

 
18 Ibid. 

 
19 Ibid. 

 
20 “Ar6 Synthesis Report: Climate Change 2023,” IPCC, accessed December 4, 2023, 
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/sixth-assessment-report-cycle/.  

 
21 Frank Jotzo and Mark Howden, “Analysis: Latest IPCC Report Confirms Climate Change Is Worsening, but We 
Have the Tools to Combat It,” PBS, March 21, 2023, https://www.pbs.org/newshour/science/analysis-latest-ipcc-
report-confirms-climate-change-is-worsening-but-we-have-the-tools-to-combat-it  
 
22 Ibid. 
23 Jeff Turrentine, “What Are the Causes of Climate Change?” What Causes Climate Change? Human and Natural 
Causes, September 13, 2022, https://www.nrdc.org/stories/what-are-causes-climate-change.  
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decade, it is not enough to meet the needs of the climate crisis.24 The best way to ensure the 

federal government is addressing all aspects of the climate problem is to implement a social 

cost of carbon.25 The social cost of carbon metric is used in rulemaking decisions to calculate 

economic damages associated with a rise in greenhouse gas emissions.26  If federal agencies 

are held accountable for the costs of carbon pollution, they will feel more inclined to pass 

environmental policies that address the concerns. Additionally, the United States should create 

a carbon border adjustment, a tariff that places a fee on imports from countries that do little to 

cut carbon pollution in their industries. The U.S. is much “less carbon intensive than its trading 

partners, so a border adjustment fee would boost clean American manufacturing while putting 

intense economic pressure on foreign polluters.”27 While the Inflation Reduction Act’s enactment 

is an impactful step in addressing the climate crisis in the U.S., implementation must be perfect. 

More direction on the federal level is needed for politicians to feel inclined to keep 

environmental policies at the front of their agendas.  

 Even though the United States has continued since the 1970s to pass federal 

environmental legislation, the climate crisis is only worsening. The federal government must 

implement new laws and enforce them effectively through firm management, careful 

congressional oversight, and coordination with state, local, and tribal governments to lower 

greenhouse gas emissions.28 Though the United States is only one country, these efforts can 

set a precedent for other nations. The United States must reassert its climate leadership 

internationally and work with other countries to save the planet. 

  

 

24 Sheldon Whitehouse and Martin Heinrich Brian Schatz, “What the U.S. Must Do next in Fighting Climate Change,” 
Time, November 4, 2022, https://time.com/6227985/next-steps-climate-fight/.  

 
25 Ibid. 

 
26  Clark Mindock, “Biden ‘social Cost of Carbon’ Climate Risk Measure Upheld by U.S. Appeals Court,” Reuters, 
October 21, 2022, https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/biden-social-cost-carbon-climate-risk-measure-
upheld-by-us-appeals-court-2022-10-21/. 

 
27 Sheldon Whitehouse and Martin Heinrich Brian Schatz, “What the U.S. Must Do next in Fighting Climate Change,” 
Time, November 4, 2022, https://time.com/6227985/next-steps-climate-fight/. 
 
28 Ibid. 
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An Analysis of the US-UK Energy Security and Affordability 

Partnership Regarding Natural Gas Supplies and Further 

International Cooperation 
Chapal Bhavsar 
 

 The United States and the United Kingdom have maintained a strong relationship both 

economically and politically for over 100 years, through worldwide conflict, independence 

movements, international political movements, and other significant events. With the ongoing 

conflict between Russia and Ukraine, however, energy prices have drastically increased while 

supply, especially natural gas, has significantly decreased across Europe. European countries, 

including the UK, face rising energy costs for homes and businesses while their economies 

suffer under the duress of the Ukrainian conflict. This trend has not been limited to Europe, 

however, as many in North America and elsewhere have experienced significantly higher 

energy costs. With the US and UK’s robust economic and political relationship, they have come 

together to mediate the effects of the conflict and rising energy costs. On December 7th, 2022, 

the White House announced a new initiative between the US and the UK called the “US-UK 

Energy Security and Affordability Partnership.”29 The ultimate goal of this partnership is to 

ensure that energy access to the UK and the overall European market remains stable, 

affordable, and meets international environmental standards. The comprehensive “US-UK 

Energy Security and Affordability Partnership” has many aspects that require breakdown and 

analysis, focusing on natural gas supplies, environmental impact, and environmental 

cooperation. This paper will explore how they fit into the overall treaty, and what effects they will 

have both on the US and the UK. 

Natural Gas Supplies 

 One of the largest impacts of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has been the disruption of 

natural gas supplies (causing significant price increases) throughout Europe and elsewhere. 

According to Reuters, “Moscow cut off an estimated 80% of the gas it had previously piped to 

Europe. By the end of the year, [2022] Russian exports had fallen from around 40% of EU gas 

supply to less than 10%, the lowest level since the 1980s.”30 After the strong support 

demonstrated against it in its invasion of Ukraine, Russia, being the largest provider of natural 

resources to Europe, retaliated by cutting off an estimated 80 percent of natural gas it was 

supplying.31 Eliminating this much natural gas was significant for the UK as it is heavily reliant 

on natural gas to power its electrical plants. According to the National Grid, the main supplier of 

electricity for the UK, 38.4 percent of all electricity production within the nation is generated 

 

29 The White House. 2022. “US-UK Energy Security and Affordability Partnership.” The White House. December 7, 
2022. https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/12/07/us-uk-energy-security-and-
affordability-partnership/. 
 
30 Abnett, Kate. 2023. “Explainer: Europe’s Energy Security Better than Feared after a Year of War in Ukraine.” 
Reuters, February 24, 2023, sec. Energy. https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/europes-energy-security-better-
than-feared-after-year-war-ukraine-2023-02-24/. 
 
31 Zettelmeyer et al. 2022. “Beating the European Energy Crisis.” International Monetary Fund. December 2022. 
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/fandd/issues/2022/12/beating-the-european-energy-crisis-Zettelmeyer 
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using natural gas.32 Almost immediately, consumers began to experience spikes in energy 

prices. In April 2022, immediately after the invasion, consumer prices rose by 54 percent.33 This 

has been directly connected to the dramatic surge in natural gas prices and has necessitated 

the government interfering and enacting a price control for UK citizens. In September 2022, 

Prime Minister Liz Truss announced a plan to limit the prices that consumers pay. The typical 

household “will pay no more than £2,500 ($2,880) per year for each of the next two years.” This 

is in comparison to the estimated £5,341.08($6,800) cap that would have been reached without 

this preemptive legislation.34  

 Such large increases in energy costs have been detrimental to the UK economy and 

have spawned a cost-of-living crisis. As the nation heads into the winter months, energy costs 

are expected to skyrocket again, especially as the subsidies enacted by Prime Minister Truss 

begin to expire. The natural gas shortage has worsened the UK's economic conditions and 

created a deeper crisis ranging from double-digit increases in food prices to soaring housing 

costs. The UK has relied on nations such as the US to help ease this crisis, a cornerstone of the 

2023 energy agreement between the two nations. 

 President Joe Biden and Prime Minister Rishi Sunak agreed to dramatically increase 

energy imports to the UK from the US in December 2022. This new agreement has allowed the 

US to fill the major energy gap the UK developed from the invasion. In fact, the shipping data 

firm ICIS LNG Edge showed that "the UK imported 3.9bcm (billion cubic meters of natural gas) 

of LNG (liquefied natural gas) from the US in 2021, 26% of the UK’s total LNG imports. From 

October 2021 to October 2022, the UK imported 9.7bcm of American LNG, 42% of total 

imports.”35 This new agreement has allowed private commercial gas exporters to economically 

benefit the US while aiding the UK by supplying them with much-needed energy. The 

partnership also allows the UK to lessen its reliance on Russia as its main source of energy. A 

positive that has emerged from this movement away from Russia is the increase in stability, as 

relying upon them has proven politically and economically detrimental. One of the cornerstone 

provisions within the 2022 UK-US agreement was expanding US LNG exports to the UK and 

Europe through reinforcing “the market conditions for security of supply, recognizing the role of 

natural gas in ensuring near-term energy security, and in particular the significance of UK LNG 

import infrastructure” and integration with overall European supply security.36 Both countries 

believe that by establishing an energy connection they will develop more overall energy 

 

32 “Britain Hits Historic Clean Energy Milestone.” n.d. Www.nationalgrid.com. https://www.nationalgrid.com/britain-
hits-historic-clean-energy-milestone-zero-carbon-electricity-outstrips-fossil-fuels-2019. 
 
33 “Review of Domestic Energy Prices.” 2023. House of Commons. UK Parliament. September 13, 2023. 
https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/research-briefings/cbp-9491/. 
 
34 Ward-Glenton, Hannah. n.d. “New British PM Liz Truss Announces a Cap on Energy Bills to Combat Cost-of-Living 
Crisis.” CNBC. https://www.cnbc.com/2022/09/08/british-pm-liz-truss-announces-a-cap-on-energy-bills.html. 
 
35 Lawson, Alex. 2022. “Joe Biden and Rishi Sunak Agree to Increase Gas Exports from US to UK.” The Guardian, 
December 7, 2022, sec. Environment. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/dec/07/joe-biden-and-rishi-
sunak-agree-to-increase-gas-exports-from-us-to-uk. 
36 The White House. 2022. “US-UK Energy Security and Affordability Partnership.” The White House. December 7, 
2022. https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/12/07/us-uk-energy-security-and-
affordability-partnership/. 
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security, ensure that energy supplies remain stable, and that skyrocketing prices do not plague 

the consumer. 

International Cooperation 

 An important aspect of the UK-US Partnership was its diplomatic success. This ranged 

from technological developments to political agreements through the G7 and the G20.  Part of 

the plan between the US and the UK was to ensure that significant investments were made 

domestically. Examples are laid out in the White House statement stating, “[the] UK has 

committed an additional £6bn (7.6 Billion USD) in energy efficiency schemes to 2028. 

Meanwhile, the U.S. is investing more than $30 billion in energy efficiency and renewable 

energy solutions for low-income communities.”37 This domestic investment is representative of 

their efforts to improve sustainability and create long-term solutions to long-standing problems. 

These developments will also help low-income populations in both nations who would ordinarily 

not be able to make these improvements on their own. 

 Hydrogen development is another of the main energy aspects both countries want to 

work on. However, both have previously faced industrial problems preventing them from 

progressing further. The UK, in need of more effective and quick solutions to future energy 

problems, has begun funding hydrogen infrastructure that will eventually span across the 

country. For example, last year the UK announced its “Hydrogen Strategy,” a joint government-

industry initiative to “develop at least five [gigawatts] of low-carbon hydrogen production 

capacity this decade. Analysts said such production would be the equivalent of replacing natural 

gas to power about 3 million homes.”38 This indicates a massive change from the UK’s current 

situation with natural gas as its main source of energy. Hydrogen would also provide an 

economic alternative while allowing the UK to reduce its reliance on Russia for fuel. In the long 

run, this economic opportunity will ensure that the UK is reducing its greenhouse gas emissions 

and providing households with a direct, sustainable energy option. This overall shift towards 

more sustainable forms of energy such as hydrogen is at the cornerstone of international 

cooperation, not only between the US and the UK but also the wider G20, which stated “we 

affirm the ‘G20 High-Level Voluntary Principles on Hydrogen,’ to build a sustainable and 

equitable global hydrogen ecosystem that benefits all nations.”39 The international vision is 

growing towards a more sustainable and alternative energy perspective. This global cohort also 

envisions partially stabilizing the field to prevent countries such as Russia from gaining greater 

footholds in controlling the energy supplies of other countries. 

Conclusion 

 Following the Russian invasion of Ukraine, the UK found itself in a precarious position 

with high energy costs, energy shortages, and an economic crisis looming. In response, the UK 

 

37 The White House. 2022. “US-UK Energy Security and Affordability Partnership.” The White House. December 7, 
2022. https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/12/07/us-uk-energy-security-and-
affordability-partnership/. 
38 Proctor, Darrell. 2022. “Projects Underway as Part of UK’s Hydrogen Plan.” POWER Magazine. December 1, 2022. 
https://www.powermag.com/projects-underway-as-part-of-uks-hydrogen-plan/. 
 
39 Collins, Leigh. 2023. “G20 Leaders’ Declaration on Hydrogen Suggests US Will Adopt Similar Rules to EU on 
Green H2 Production.” Hydrogen News and Intelligence | Hydrogen Insight. September 11, 2023. 
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/policy/g20-leaders-declaration-on-hydrogen-suggests-us-will-adopt-similar-rules-to-
eu-on-green-h2-production/2-1-1516033. 
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and the US reached a historic and landmark agreement with the US-UK Energy Security and 

Affordability Partnership, which comprehensively tackled the issues they faced. The two 

countries agreed to drastically increase the amount of energy imported by the UK from the US, 

therefore furthering their economic and energy cooperation while also addressing the energy 

shortage and rising prices they were facing. This move also lessened Russia’s influence on 

Europe by introducing a more stable energy supply that prevents such swings from significantly 

impacting the domestic market. Aspects of this deal also dramatically increased investments 

toward environmental standards for both the US and the UK. These investments should 

significantly diminish the emission of greenhouse gasses for both countries. The agreement 

also focuses on sustainable technology developments such as hydrogen, which will further help 

the environment and create more stable energy sources in dire times, thus preventing situations 

similar to the one the UK faced after the Russian invasion. This agreement has provided a 

sound and significant groundwork for the US and UK to further develop their relationship into the 

21st century. The environmental and economic benefits of this landmark deal will continue 

maturing for each respective country, both domestically and internationally, and can be 

expected to be emulated by other potential partnerships on the international stage. 
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U.S. Supreme Court Legitimacy: Public Perception in the 

Post-Roe Era 
Makenzie Cossette 
 

Introduction 

As the highest court in the nation, the U.S. Supreme Court plays a critical role in the 

American political system. However, the legitimacy of this institution has been called into 

question amidst its most recent rulings, particularly the court’s decision to overturn the landmark 

decision of Roe v. Wade in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization.40 The decision in 

this case was leaked over a month before its official release, and the unofficial news was 

immediately met with public protest and debate.41  

The American people’s view of the Supreme Court as a legitimate institution declined 

sharply after the decision in Dobbs v. Jackson was communicated to the public. According to a 

recent Gallup poll, a few months after the Dobbs decision, “Forty-seven percent of U.S. adults 

say they have ‘a great deal’ or a ‘fair amount’ of trust in the judicial branch of the federal 

government that is headed by the Supreme Court.”42 This percentage is twenty points lower 

than it was just two years ago, signaling a significant decline in the reputation of the Supreme 

Court, which some argue is a direct result of the decision to overturn Roe v. Wade in June of 

2022.  

This decline in public perception of the Supreme Court’s legitimacy may indicate a 

broader erosion of trust in the federal government and its institutions, posing significant 

challenges to maintaining a stable and effective democracy.  

Factors Influencing Legitimacy 

Recent rulings, party affiliations, and the media are all factors that influence how 

individuals perceive the Supreme Court’s institutional legitimacy. One commonly held theory is 

that the public’s opinion regarding the legitimacy of the Supreme Court is influenced by the 

Court’s most recent rulings.43 This explanation could account for the shift in perceived legitimacy 

in the months following the Dobbs v. Jackson decision. 

Another common theory among political scientists is that individuals assess the 

Supreme Court’s institutional legitimacy based on party affiliation.44 Studies have shown that 

 

40 Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973). Dobbs, State Health Officer of The Mississippi Department of Health v. 
Jackson Women’s Health Organization, No. 19-1392, 597 U.S. (2022). 
 
41 S. Hubler, "Supreme Court rules on abortion: Thousands protest end of constitutional right to abortion" (The New 
York Times, December 9, 2022). 
 
42 J. M. Jones, "Supreme Court Trust, job approval at historical lows," Gallup.com, May 31, 2023.  
  
43 Jeffery Mondak, "Institutional Legitimacy, Policy Legitimacy, and The Supreme Court," American Politics Quarterly 
20, no. 4 (1992). 
44 James L. Gibson and Michael J. Nelson, "Is the U.S Supreme Court’s Legitimacy Grounded in Performance 
Satisfaction and Ideology?" American Politics Research 43, no. 2 (2015): 281-310. 
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those with conservative ideologies are more likely to view the court as a legitimate institution in 

comparison to those with liberal ideologies.45  

Lastly, some theorize that the Supreme Court’s legitimacy shifts based on how the 

media portrays the Court’s decisions and reputation as a whole. There is significant evidence 

that the ways in which newspapers, television, and social media depict the decisions of the 

Supreme Court have a significant influence on how the public views this institution.46  

When assessing the public’s perception of legitimacy in the wake of the Dobbs decision, 

it is important to consider the social and political context of both the court and the nation, as well 

as the role of the media in depicting the Court’s decision.  

Historical, Social, & Political Factors of The Dobbs Decision  

Dobbs v. Jackson is significant because it is one of the few Supreme Court cases in 

American history in which a landmark precedent has been completely reversed. According to 

the Constitution Center, only around 232 cases have had precedents overruled in the Supreme 

Court’s history.47 Many experts argue that this overturning of a landmark precedent is what 

contributed most to the decline in public perception of Supreme Court legitimacy. The act of 

overturning a legal status that has been in place for fifty years raises questions about the 

impartiality of the justices and potential political influences. Reversing precedent undermines the 

nature of the institution itself and highlights the ultimate power of the judicial branch at the 

federal level.48 Ruling based on precedent is a fundamental aspect of the Court’s structure.  

Therefore, the Court should exercise significant restraint when considering reversing a 

precedent, as its frequent use threatens to undermine the credibility and integrity of the 

Supreme Court as an institution.  

Others argue that it is the content of the case and not merely the reversal of precedent 

that resulted in the decline in institutional legitimacy of the Supreme Court. Cases dealing with 

highly personal and controversial topics like reproductive rights tend to garner a lot of attention 

from the public.49 It is possible that because this case was addressing a hotly contested issue in 

American politics, people followed it more closely and felt the consequences of the decision 

intensely. 

The highly politicized makeup of the Supreme Court, as well as the personal nature of 

the topic of reproductive rights, likely contributed to the decline in legitimacy in the court. The 

majority of Americans, approximately 61 percent, disagreed with the Court’s ruling in Dobbs v. 

 

45 Brandon L. Bartels and Christopher D. Johnston, "On the Ideological Foundations of Supreme Court Legitimacy in 
the American Public," Journal of Politics 76, no. 4 (2014): 871-884. 
 
46 John Crothers Pollock, James Lee Robinson Jr., and Mary Camel Murray, "Media Agendas and Human Rights: 
The Supreme Court Decision on Abortion," Journalism Quarterly 68, no. 2 (1991): 266-275. 
 
47 "A short list of overturned Supreme Court Landmark Decisions," National Constitution Center – 
constitutioncenter.org, June 24, 2022. 
 
48 "Does overturning precedent undermine the Supreme Court’s legitimacy?" Harvard Law School, November 9, 
2022. 
 
49 The New York Times, "Politics and the Supreme Court," January 15, 2022. 
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Jackson.50 In a nation founded on values of popular sovereignty and representative 

government, this outcome is puzzling. According to a poll conducted by Marquette Law School 

(2022), “61% of the public disapproves of how the court is handling its job.”51 Americans’ view of 

the Supreme Court as a legitimate institution can only be expected to decline when this Court is 

making decisions that directly contradict the majority will of the people. If these trends continue, 

the court may lose its connection with the public over time, presenting significant dangers for the 

future of American democracy.  

The Role of the Media 

The media plays an essential role in communicating the actions of the Supreme Court. 

Therefore, the method in which the media discussed the decision to overturn Roe v. Wade likely 

had a significant impact on the decline in the public’s trust in the Supreme Court. Faith in 

American institutions in general (government agencies, political parties, the police) has 

experienced a decline in recent years, and there is evidence that this can be somewhat 

attributed to the discussions of these institutions in the media.52 

 Several researchers have conducted media analyses of newspapers, television, and 

social media to determine how depictions of political issues and Supreme Court rulings have 

impacted public opinion. Pollock, Robsin, and Murray examined the differences in how pro-life 

and pro-choice agendas are covered in newspapers regarding Hodgson v. Minnesota.53 Their 

work revealed that these interest groups influenced how various newspapers covered the 

outcome of the case, suggesting that a similar phenomenon could have taken place today.  

It is also important to consider that the media has undergone significant changes in 

recent years, including how people receive their daily news. This has changed significantly over 

the history of the U.S. Supreme Court, from print newspapers to radio broadcasts, to television 

news, the internet, and now social media. Social media played a major role in delivering news of 

the Dobbs decision to the American public, and there is evidence that social media heavily 

influences the public’s perception of reproductive rights issues.54  

Analysis of the Decline in Legitimacy 

It is reasonable to assume that social media played a role similar to that of newspapers 

in the past, as demonstrated by the study of Hodgson v. Minnesota. While the platform through 

which the information is delivered has changed, the main idea remains true: information about 

the Supreme Court impacts public opinion of the Court as an institution.  

 

50 Gallup, "Where do Americans stand on abortion?" July 7, 2023, Gallup.com. 
 
51 A. de Vogue, "Justices worry about the future of the Supreme Court -- and Point Fingers as to who’s to blame," 
CNN Politics, July 29, 2022. 
 
52 L. Saad, "Historically low faith in U.S. institutions continues," Gallup.com, August 17, 2023. 
 
53 Hodgson v. Minnesota, 497 U.S. 417 (1990). 
 
54 Eva Sharma*, Koustuv Saha*, Sindhu Kiranmai Ernala*, Sucheta Ghoshal*, Munmun De Choudhury, "Analyzing 
Ideological Discourse on Social Media: A Case Study of the Abortion Debate," in Proceedings of CSSSA’s Annual 
Conference on Computational Social Science, Santa Fe, NM, USA, October 19–22, 2017 (CSS ’17), 8 pages. 
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It has been observed time and time again that public opinion regarding the Supreme 

Court changes in accordance with its political makeup, the political climate of the nation, and the 

nature of its decisions. However, it is rare for such a large portion of the American public to 

experience a decline in faith in an institution essentially overnight, which is what many experts 

argue occurred after the Dobbs decision. Investigations into this decline have revealed that it 

can likely be attributed to the significance of reversing a landmark precedent, the political nature 

of the case, and the role of the media in depicting the facts of the case. Each of these factors 

impacts how much trust the public has in the U.S. Supreme Court as an institution.  

Analyzing public opinion in regard to federal judicial action helps to test if American 

institutions in government are continuing to serve the American people. The public’s reaction to 

the Dobbs decision serves as an important reminder of the profound impact that the actions of 

the U.S. Supreme Court can have on the public’s assessment of its total legitimacy. It is 

essential that these metrics are tracked to ensure that institutions remain responsive to the 

changing dynamics in American society. 

A number of solutions have been proposed to restore the reputation and legitimacy of 

the Supreme Court. For instance, experts have recently called for an ethics code to be 

implemented to guide the Supreme Court justice’s judicial decision-making. In November of 

2023, this ethics code was adopted, though it is unclear how it will be implemented, what it will 

entail, and what this indicates for the future of the Court.55  

Moving forward, various strategies of this nature will likely be discussed in the media if 

the reputation of the Court continues to decline. If institutions fail to reflect the values of 

Americans, should they continue to persist, or be subject to changes of this nature?56 If faith in 

institutions continues to decline, what will be the fate of the federal government as a whole?  

  

 

55 Abbie Vansickle and Adam Liptak, "Supreme Court Adopts Ethics Code after Reports of Undisclosed Gifts and 
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A Woman’s Place is in the Situation Room: The Changing 

Role of Women in U.S. National Security 
Kate Czajkowski 

 

On October 22, 2011, Lieutenant (LT) Ashley White-Stumpf was killed when a member 

of the assault team she was supporting accidentally triggered an improvised explosive device in 

Kandahar Province, Afghanistan.57 A recent graduate of Kent State University’s ROTC program, 

White-Stumpf was a member of an elite Cultural Support Team (CST) comprised entirely of 

women who gathered intelligence, conducted searches of women and children, and built 

relationships with local villages.58 The creation of this program, two years before the Pentagon 

lifted its ban on women serving in combat, marked the first time that an all-female team of 

soldiers was authorized to work alongside special operations forces in combat zones.59 The 

Cultural Support Program and LT White-Stumpf’s ultimate sacrifice underscores the U.S. 

government's growing recognition of the importance of women’s participation in national 

security.  

In the Women, Peace, and Security Act of 2017, Congress found that the meaningful 

participation of women in conflict prevention and conflict resolution processes helps to promote 

more inclusive and democratic societies— critical to the long-term stability of countries and 

regions.60 However, between 1992 and 2019, women constituted, on average, just thirteen 

percent of negotiators, six percent of mediators, and six percent of signatories in major peace 

processes around the world.61 These alarming statistics, and stories like Ashley’s, underscore 

the pressing need for greater female representation in national security. To analyze the present 

condition of women in national security, however, it is necessary to look to the past and 

determine how conditions have changed. This paper traces the history of women’s roles in U.S. 

national security and analyzes how these roles have changed over time as a result of individual 

and governmental actions.  

 

 

Women’s Roles in the History of U.S. National Security 
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In American history, intelligence and national security have often been considered 

domains reserved for men. It is, therefore, crucial to explore the history of women's contributions 

to the field to fully appreciate the progress that has been made since. 

During the American Revolution and the American Civil War, women primarily served 

their country through espionage.62 During the American Revolution (1776-1783), for example, 

women passed along secrets to the Continental Army, and in the case of Culper Spy Ring agent 

Anna Strong, passed along intelligence to George Washington himself.63 Other women were 

recruited as maids and cooks for prominent loyalist families, using their unassuming covers to 

eavesdrop on British soldiers. During the American Civil War (1861-1864) the recruitment and 

training of female spies became more structured. Elaborate networks of female spies, scouts, 

case officers, encryption specialists, and intelligence agents formed on both sides.64 

During World War I (1914-1918), women's roles in national security expanded 

significantly. No longer relegated solely to the field of espionage, women worked in a variety of 

roles that directly and indirectly affected the outcome of the war. For example, tens of 

thousands of women joined The Women’s Land Army to work the fields to free men for military 

service, and eight million women volunteered as American Red Cross workers.65 During World 

War II (1939-1945), women filled non-combat positions by serving as mechanics on training 

bases, pilots transporting military planes, and postal workers delivering overseas mail, among 

other roles.66 In addition, the creation of the Office of Strategic Services following Japan’s attack 

on Pearl Harbor allowed women to play roles in the intelligence service that ranged from clerical 

to operational missions.67  

The end of World War II brought a partial return to traditional gender roles as women 

were expected to leave the military and resume domestic duties. Not willing to part with 

traditional gender hierarchies, men attempted to deny women of the agency that they had 

exercised during wartime by reminding them that their efforts should be remembered as acts of 

necessity and not as a pathway to a career. Despite this misogynistic rhetoric, the Cold War era 

(1947-1991) saw the increasing recognition of women's contributions to national security. The 

Women's Armed Services Integration Act of 1948 allowed women to serve in the regular armed 

forces,68 and the end of the 20th century saw many “firsts” for women in the military: the first 
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female Navy fighter pilot, the first female four star general in the Army,69 and the first graduating 

class of female officers at the U.S. military academies.70 Women also broke barriers in 

diplomacy, the intelligence community, and the defense industry. Notable women like Madeleine 

Albright and Condoleezza Rice served as Secretaries of State, while others achieved success in 

roles within the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and 

the National Security Council.  

A Legacy of Discrimination 

Despite these contributions, women in national security often faced discrimination and 

were relegated to auxiliary roles. As women’s participation and status in the field increased in 

the 1980s and 1990s, stories of sexual harassment, racial discrimination, wage theft, toxic 

workplaces, oftentimes going back decades, began to emerge.  

After joining the CIA in 1952 as a Directorate of Operations Intelligence Officer, Harritte 

“Tee” Thompson grew increasingly exasperated after her appeals for promotions continued to 

be turned down while her male coworkers received promotions for comparable work.71 

Frustrated, she filed a formal complaint of discrimination against the CIA’s Directorate of 

Operations (DO) in 1977.72 This complaint would become the first to result in a discrimination 

lawsuit against the Agency.73 In it, she alleged that "because of my sex, I have been 

systematically denied essential training courses designed to prepare officers for upward 

mobility.”74 Thompson later sued the CIA for willfully violating the Equal Pay Act of 1963 by 

paying her less than it paid male employees for equal work.75 As part of the settlement, she was 

retroactively promoted to GS-16 and ensured that the DO was required to revise its promotion 

criteria.76 

Lieutenant Colonel (LTC) Stephanie Davis, an African American servicewoman, 

experienced decades of racial harassment after joining the Air Force in 1988.77 Although she 

became a flight surgeon, commander of flight medicine at Fairchild Air Force Base and 
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eventually a Lieutenant Colonel, she was subject to extensive racial discrimination from her 

white peers.78 In a later interview, Davis recounted the degrading experience of being assigned 

the racist call sign 'ABW'—an abbreviation for 'angry black woman'— and being attacked with 

slurs 79 Davis, unlike Thompson, who is white, did not receive a settlement, retroactive 

promotion, or apology for the discrimination she endured.80 LTC Davis’ story speaks to the 

nuances of intersectionality within the armed forces by highlighting the distinct type of 

discrimination that one may endure as both a woman and person of color. 

Contemporary Conditions 

 It is important to acknowledge the efforts that have been made in improving the 

conditions of women in national security in recent years. In 2000, the United States supported 

the landmark UN Security Council Resolution 1325 on Women, Peace, and Security. This 

resolution reaffirmed the importance of women’s equal participation and full involvement in all 

efforts for the maintenance and promotion of peace and security.81 The resolution also 

highlighted the need for countries to increase women's roles in decision-making regarding 

conflict prevention and resolution.82 More recently, the Women, Peace, and Security Act of 2017 

(WPS) acknowledged that “the world is more peaceful, safe, and prosperous when women can 

fully participate in all facets of economic, social, and political life.”83 So far, this act has made a 

difference. As of 2022, the U.S. Department of State increased gender analysis in projects and 

strategic frameworks by 25 percent and invested approximately $110 million in WPS assistance 

programming.84 The U.S. Agency of International Development has supported the WPS by 

increasing its efforts to consult with local female leaders, civil society, as well as members of 

academia within countries affected by crisis and conflict.85  

Although significant efforts have been made to improve the conditions of women in 

national security, there is still much work to be done. In the United States Marine Corps, for 

example, instances of sexual harassment, sexual assault, and ‘frat-house’ behavior continue to 

occur despite countless reports, regulations, recommendations made by the Department of 

Defense. In 2017, for example, US Marine Corps Veteran Thomas James Brennan broke the 

story that “hundreds – possibly thousands” of naked photos of female servicewomen had been 
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shared on a private Facebook page named ‘Marines United’ with nearly 30,000 members.86 

More than two dozen active-duty women whose photos were posted there were identified by 

their full names, ranks and duty stations.87 Although this incident brought swift condemnation 

from the then-commandant of the Marine Corps, it is only one of the most recent examples of 

such a Facebook group.88 Says USMC Major Janine Garner, “how can I look to the Marine to 

the right and the left of me and sit there and wonder, were you one of the ones who said you 

wanted to rape me?”89 

Why More Women are Needed in National Security 

In the words of retired Naval War College Professor Joan Johnson-Freese, “involving 

women more in national security is not just the right thing to do, it’s a national security 

imperative.”90  

The inclusion of women in national security brings a diversity of perspectives and 

experiences to the decision-making process. Historically, the national security arena has been 

dominated by a single perspective, which can result in tunnel vision and groupthink.91 By 

incorporating more women into this sphere, different viewpoints and solutions can be brought to 

the table. In addition, national security is not just about military strength; it encompasses a wide 

range of elements, including diplomacy, intelligence, cyber warfare, economic stability, and 

humanitarian efforts. Women in national security contribute significantly to these non-military 

aspects. An emphasis on diplomacy as opposed to military invention can lead to more peaceful 

resolutions to conflicts and, consequently, a safer world. The meaningful participation of women 

in political processes furthers U.S. national security interests by promoting peace globally. 

By actively promoting gender diversity, national security agencies can also expand their 

talent pool. The Department of Defense is one such agency that can benefit from increased 

recruitment. In 2022, the U.S. Army missed its recruitment goals by fifteen thousand, with that 

number expected to rise to 20,000 in 2023.92 According to the U.S. Army Recruiting Command, 

this recruitment crisis is due in part to female prospects viewing the Army as an inferior 

employer that is neither aligned with their aspirations nor capable of providing desired career 
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outcomes.93 Encouraging women to pursue careers in these fields by reforming the military 

justice system, increasing opportunities for professional growth, and improving individual and 

familial benefits, helps with recruitment and improves retention rates. A shrinking armed forces 

is detrimental to U.S. national security interests and the promotion of global stability. 

Finally, in an era of increasing focus on human rights and international law, national 

security decisions must be made with a strong ethical foundation. Women in leadership roles 

can advocate for policies that prioritize human rights and justice, aligning national security 

strategies with international norms and frameworks like international humanitarian law.  It has 

been found that those who express greater concern for the status and role of women, 

particularly for equality between women and men, are more likely than other individuals to 

believe that the international disputes in which their country is involved should be resolved 

through diplomacy and compromise.94 Woman-led measures to promote human rights and 

equality globally, therefore, further U.S. national security interests by discouraging international 

disputes and encouraging stability. 

Work to Be Done 

 The historical contributions of women in national security stand as a testament to their 

determination to succeed in a structure not designed for nor welcoming of their presence. From 

undercover spies to diplomats in the public eye, history has proven that women have the skills 

necessary to take charge in times of crisis while retaining their identity as women in a male-

dominated field. The challenges and disparities that persist in national security serve as a 

reminder that more work is needed to ensure gender equality in the intelligence sector. To do 

this, the United States must continue its ongoing efforts to dismantle barriers, promote diversity, 

and create a more inclusive environment in the national security domain. Only by including 

women in conflict prevention and peace-making processes can the United States further its 

goals for domestic and international stability. 
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Youth and the Alt-Right: The Influence of Social Media and 

Echo Chambers 
Milla Daigle 
 

 Since the dawn of the Information Age, parents and scholars alike have struggled to 

understand the impact of social media on youth. Life in the twenty-first century has been marked 

by the rapid development of technology, from flip phones to small computers, and the 

emergence of online communities. Many experience these communities firsthand, from Harry 

Potter to card games, the internet has a corner for every person and interest. While it may seem 

that these social communities are a good location for youths, allowing them to explore and 

interact with others about their niche interests, certain cliques hold dark ideals and foster echo 

chambers. Andrew Tate is a recent social media influencer who has come to light within youth 

culture. Well known for his self-proclaimed misogynistic beliefs and his arrest on accusations of 

sex trafficking,95 he has become the face of a new alt-right generation. The rise of Andrew Tate 

and similar influencers has created numerous internet echo chambers that have bled out into 

reality. The question, however, remains: when children as young as 11 have been exposed to 

these misogynistic and harmful ideals,96 what will they grow up to be, and how will these echo 

chambers of hate influence the next generation of adults? 

 For the purpose of this paper, the alternative-right, or alt-right as it is commonly known, 

will be defined by its three political tenets: 

1. A ‘reboot’ or revision of earlier forms of American white nationalism, sometimes 

designated ‘white nationalism 1.0.’  

2. A theoretical and discursive program centered on appropriating and adapting European 

right thought – especially that of the French New Right, the German Conservative 

Revolution, and Evolian Traditionalism – for an American audience.  

3. A refined and intensified gender politics, a form of ‘ultra-masculinism.’97  

While definitions vary, with some popular alt-right influencers claiming that they do not believe in 

white nationalism/supremacy, these ideals comprise the vast majority of alt-right beliefs. 

 Online echo chambers are defined as “a situation or a space in which pre-existing beliefs 

are repeated and reinforced – like reverberations in an acoustic echo chamber”98 by 

researchers Ludovic Terren and Rosa Borge. This paper delves into the specifics and 

differences between the ideas of echo chambers and filter bubbles, defined as interactions and 
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exposure with like-minded thinkers, and the concept of algorithmic influence respectively.99  In 

the context of this paper, echo chambers and filter bubbles will be analyzed under the same 

lens, and both will be associated with the term “echo chamber.” 

The appeal of the alt-right is incredibly complex, ranging from the appeal of 

hypermasculinity to traditional childhood beliefs. The question of why youth enter the alt-right is 

one that is difficult to answer. Author Pam Nilan prefers to ask how youth enter the alt-right. She 

especially focuses on appeals to emotion: “Far Right recruitment sets out to activate the 

emotions and feelings of young people using persuasive discourses like white victimhood, anti-

elitism and invasion.”100 The current state of our society, one which places a focus on concepts 

like social justice and equality, may influence white men to become threatened by this idea of 

justice - they have no stake in equality, so why support it?  

 The history of the alt-right is relatively simple, mainly because it is a more recent 

phenomenon. The idea of an alt-right came into popularity with the presidential campaign and 

election of Barack Obama. What followed was the collaboration of Dr. Paul Gottfried and 

Richard Spencer, a paleoconservative and white nationalist respectively, and the creation of the 

H. L. Mencken club, a “small group of pro-white, far-right intellectuals and academics—the white 

nationalist intelligentsia.”101 It is here that the term “alternative right” is officially used. 

 Most forms of social media, including YouTube, X, and Instagram, employ an algorithm 

that recommends content based on the content users have interacted with. YouTube’s algorithm 

works by taking search history, watch time, age, and gender into account when recommending 

videos. This leads consumers to believe “that YouTube’s algorithm is  not  trying  to  teach  or  

convince the user of a certain truth, but simply wants to convince them to continue to watch the 

videos on the site.”102 YouTube’s algorithm may be non-partisan in that its goal is only to 

increase watch time and advertisement interaction, but that does not mean its recommendations 

are. In a study of YouTube’s algorithm, researchers found that “a user who pursues even mildly 

conservative content is ‘only one or two clicks away from extreme far-right channels, conspiracy 

theories, and radicalizing content.’”103 Within the realm of online indoctrination, journalist Robert 

Evans in an interview with 75 fascist advocates, found that 39 credited the internet for starting 

their “red-pilled” journey. Red-pilling refers to the radicalization of people towards extreme far-

right views, including antisemitic, racist, and fascist beliefs.104 The rest of those interviewed 

credited their red-pilling journey to a wide array of factors, including their family, living in a 
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diverse area, and even the influence of hard drugs.105 Nonetheless, the majority of those 

interviewed credited their extreme political views to the internet.  

 The alt-right differs from its white nationalist cousins in the fact that they possess no 

hierarchical organization, forgo traditional religious ideals, and lack universal symbols/uniforms. 

In these ways, they differ from their predecessors in the KKK and Nazi Party, but retain their 

fixation on whiteness, apocalyptic scenarios surrounding the elimination of the white race, and 

open antisemitism.106 Although the alt-right may hold similar beliefs to many fascist ideologies, 

the alt-right is uniquely different in its use of the internet. They hold no public meetings, rarely 

physically demonstrate, and utilize meme culture to spread their ideology. It is undebatable that 

the alt-right is the new age of fascism - one that has never been seen before.  

 The influence of the alt-right is not exclusive to adults, however. Youth, experiencing 

changes in their lives and an unseemly insatiable need to rebel, commonly find themselves 

looking to the alt-right as a beacon. A teacher, referred to as Jane to protect her anonymity, 

reported that her 11-year-old student “will use any opportunity to ‘talk about how Andrew Tate is 

God's gift to men,’” and that “‘He has particular affinities for Russia and Nazi Germany. And I've 

caught him a couple of times in my classroom targeting students that he perceives to potentially 

be Jewish and showing them Nazi memorabilia.’”107 In 2020, a neo-Nazi group called Feuerkrieg 

Division was banned in the UK under its terror law after police foiled two terrorist attacks. This 

group was led by a 13-year-old boy.108 Neo-Nazi militant group The Base led by 47-year-old 

Rinaldo Nazzaro sought to recruit young teenagers and influence their ideology to be more 

right-leaning.109 Teenagers are especially vulnerable to political grooming, especially young 

white men who feel they have been wronged by the current social standard. These teens also 

face a new issue in the digital age - loneliness. In a time where it seems people are more 

connected than ever, for some, it has never been lonelier. With this loneliness comes extremist 

thoughts. According to a study by researchers at RAND Corporation, loneliness is one of the 

major causes of the adaptation of extremist thought.110 With hours spent on social media ever 

increasing, especially with youth, it is unsurprising that in an age lonelier than ever, teenagers 

find solace in extreme right-leaning echo chambers online.  

 The concept of echo chambers and the political right are very much a “chicken and the 

egg” scenario. Do youth become ensnared by political echo chambers first, or are they 
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radicalized by YouTube, a parent, or their friend first? That is, unfortunately, an unanswerable 

question for this paper, but it is undebatable that the internet provides echo chambers for the 

most extreme youth. While the internet is very much a place of knowledge, these homogeneous 

communities persist. In the subtle ways that news stations like Fox News or CNN take a political 

approach to newscasting in what they do or do not air, online political echo chambers take 

advantage of their community to push narratives toward their own goal. People may also 

change their beliefs to fit into an extremist group: “It was, for instance, found that members of an 

online neo-Nazi group received punitive and rewarding responses to their discussion board 

posts, after which some of the expressed opinions were adjusted.”111 Youth are also able to find 

a sense of identity within extreme groups - something that both gives them a sense of self and 

also rebels against the standard beliefs. Youth especially look for reasoning to justify their own 

beliefs, thus leading them into the trap of an echo chamber.112  

 Right-wing radicalization of youth may be especially dangerous for the future outcomes 

of society. With Neo-Nazi organizations hosting violent events such as the Charlottesville rally in 

2017 and plotting terrorist attacks against those they deem as “lesser,” it is no wonder that the 

alt-right online movement is heavily tracked by authorities. The concept of youths never growing 

out of their violent radicalization is threatening, “Scholars are in significant agreement that 

political attitudes form during adolescence and early adulthood tend to persist over time. Thus, 

political attitudes developed during youth may have lifelong consequences for future political 

values and behavior.”113 The concept of a new generation of the KKK or the Nazi Party is a 

terrifying one, especially for women, those of color, Jews, and any other minority groups that the 

alt-right places a target on.  

 Understanding the concepts of racism, antisemitism, and misogyny is difficult, they are 

concepts too broad to completely understand without holding those beliefs. Asking “Why are 

people alt-right?” is essentially asking why people are racist, why they think the way they do, 

and why they hold beliefs that seem so disjointed from our own? The answer may vary from 

person to person but eventually circles back to a simple answer - because they do. Their path to 

believing may vary, but the simple fact that they hold entirely unjustifiable opinions does not. 

They are alt-right because that is what they believe. 

 The future of the alt-right is unclear and may remain that way. It is possible that 

involvement in the alt-right is simply a brief, edgy phase that teens will grow out of. But the 

actions of some of these children, with 13-year-olds starting Neo-Nazi groups and planning 

terrorist attacks, certainly point to the opposite. “Likewise, because identity consolidation is a 

core developmental task of the adolescent and young adult years, psychologists have argued 

that adult personalities are shaped in part by the way people grapple with and resolve social 

issues of salience during this developmental period.”114 The fear of these adolescents never 
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growing out of these beliefs is a valid one, but there is unfortunately not enough research on the 

direct implications of an extreme alt-right attitude. For that, only time will tell.  
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Prescription for Inflation: The Impact of the Inflation 

Reduction Act on Medicare 
Medha Illindala 
 

The United States is witnessing a rapid incline in prescription drug pricing, leading to 

significant financial strain for millions of Americans.115 The U.S. population is growing with more 

people living longer, leading to a greater use of drugs in healthcare. The prices of many of these 

drugs are currently surpassing inflation rates, and the cost of treatment for complex medical 

conditions is higher than ever.116 Congress is attempting to balance innovation in 

pharmaceuticals with price competition to keep consumers from not being able to afford their 

medications and lifesaving healthcare, but there are nuances to this issue.117 Drug 

manufacturers rely on federal funding for research and testing to develop new medication. This 

discovery and development process is quite expensive, but it shouldn’t come at a price that 

prevents patients from accessing its results.118  

When a manufacturer launches a new drug, they have complete discretion to set its 

starting price. Additionally, manufacturers are given a patent for the product and are protected 

by market-exclusivity for a specific period of time.119 This means that until other manufacturers 

produce generic versions of this drug to sell at a lower price, the original manufacturer can keep 

raising the price each year without worrying about competition.120 In 2014, oral anti-cancer 

drugs were introduced at six times the previous pricing.121 Manufacturers can increase the price 

of their product even without making significant improvements to it. Between 2014 and 2015, 

the retail prices for 268 prescription drugs commonly used by older Americans had increased by 

130 times the rate of inflation.122 This rate is even higher for specialty drugs used to treat more 

complex conditions. For example, the cost of insulin has tripled over the past decade, and even 

antibiotics are being inflated; a 500-pill bottle of doxycycline that used to cost $20 can now go 

for $1849.123 Manufacturers take advantage of natural monopolies and hold on to their patent-
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era pricing for as long as they can. Manufacturers may block competitors from obtaining 

samples to make bioequivalent generic versions, or even pay off companies from releasing their 

version of the drug for several years. This ‘pay for delay’ costs Americans roughly $3.5 billion 

annually in higher healthcare costs.124 While many Americans with health insurance may not 

need access to complex medical treatments, the elderly population is feeling this inflation the 

most.125 

Medicare is federal health insurance for people aged 65 or older, including younger 

people with end stage diseases. Medicare has designated divisions of coverage and various 

policies that surround them. Specifically, Medicare Part B covers services from doctors, 

outpatient care, medical equipment and preventive services such as screenings or vaccines.126 

Medicare Part D covers prescription drugs and medications, which is where significant costs 

stem from, as 48 million Americans utilize this coverage, which totaled nearly one third of all 

prescription costs in 2017.127 Prior to the Inflation Reduction Act (IFA), the secretary of Health 

and Human Services (HHS) was strictly forbidden from negotiating the prices for drugs covered 

under Medicare Part D. This meant that the copay for drugs was and still is especially high for a 

smaller selection of covered drugs where most of the spending from Medicare Parts B and D 

were going towards. These drugs are piloting the IFA’s new exception of drug negotiation.128 

The IFA was signed into law by President Joe Biden on August 16th, 2022.129 This 

investment revamped Medicare in several ways, most notably allowing for the negotiation of 

drug prices.130 Drugs that have a generic or biosimilar version available, are younger than 9 

years (pill form) or 13 years (biologics), or with Medicare spending of less than $200 million in 

2021 are excluded from this.131 The HHS can establish a maximum fare price for these drugs, 

marking the limit as the lowest end of the drug’s enrollment weighted negotiation price.132 The 

negotiated cost takes into account the research and development costs, federal support 
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provided to the manufacturer, production and manufacturing costs, and evidence of alternative 

treatments to the condition.  

In addition to drug negotiation, the IFA implemented a yearly cap of $2,000 on out-of-

pocket prescription costs. This included capping insulin for Part D patients at $35 per month and 

providing vaccine access without cost sharing.133 The low-income subsidy program expanded to 

include patients up to 150 percent of the poverty level and provide extra support and 

coverage.134 Additionally, if a manufacturer raises the price of a drug faster than the rate of 

inflation, they have to pay a rebate to Medicare. Medicare Part B changes included improved 

access to biosimilars and a $35/month cap on insulin cost sharing when used in medical 

equipment pumps.135  

Leading expert in healthcare policy Stacie Dusetzina, from Vanderbilt University, shared 

her comments on the IFA, calling it a ‘modest start.’136 She agreed that the negotiation aspect 

will lead to significant savings for Medicare patients, although it was disappointing that there 

was no decision on reducing insulin costs for all Americans, even those without insurance. She 

also noted that there is limited research to understand the effects that this act may have on 

innovation and development of drugs and government investment into the industry.137 Critics of 

the IFA warn people of its adverse effects on research and development (R&D) of drugs. They 

argue that the IFA is negatively impacting access to medicine and will discourage continued 

development post approval.138 Once a drug is approved, it typically goes through continued 

R&D to make improvements to the drug or discover its unknown benefits. Many medications are 

discovered to also work for different conditions years after it was approved to treat only one 

condition. More than 60 percent of oncology medicines that were approved a decade ago now 

have additional indications.139 This increases the drug's therapeutic value, and manufacturers 

use this to determine their pricing. The IFA limiting drug pricing may discourage manufacturers 

from post approval R&D, as the costly labor may not be ‘worth it’ to do.140 It takes an average of 

about $2 billion and 10 years to develop a new drug and get it approved, and even then only 

about 12 percent of drugs that go to clinical trials end up being approved for introduction.141 The 
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Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates that the IFA may cause pharmaceutical profits to 

drop by $237 billion by 2031.142 Additionally, there may be fewer new drugs being brought to the 

market, leading to an even larger loss of funds. 

Biopharmaceutical companies do not see an incentive to continue research on the initial 

drug. The act starts the price setting process much earlier for small molecule (pill form) 

medications; starting the limiting at 7 years post approval instead of the usual 13-14 years 

manufacturers have to keep prices high before competitors produce generic versions.143 Some 

drug companies are cutting ties and re-allocating resources to other R&D projects, with some 

discussing moving business outside of the U.S. as they may not be able to recoup the R&D 

costs.144 Since the IFA was announced, biopharmaceutical companies have put a halt to more 

expensive projects. Specifically, Eli Lilly announced it was canceling a project for a blood cancer 

drug. Additionally, Alnylam suspended its development for the treatment of rare eye disorder, 

Stargardt disease.145  

Critics call out policymakers, saying they should keep emphasis on innovation in 

lifesaving treatments for complex, hard to treat conditions, and should instead target insurance 

companies and Pharmacy Benefit Managers (PBMs) to lower the out-of-pocket cost for 

patients.146 PBMs are companies that serve as a middleman for managing prescription drug 

costs and benefits on behalf of insurers. They determine how much the pharmacies are paid, 

the patient’s access to medications and the cost for insurers. Overall, PBMs have been able to 

lower drug prices over the last three years.147 However, they have their own incentive to favor 

higher priced drugs, as they receive a rebate in the form of a percentage of the drug costs. 

Higher priced drugs mean a higher rebate, leading to patients with a higher deductible often 

paying more out of pocket. Drug manufacturers argue that paying PBMs a rebate is causing 

them to raise the prices of drugs.148 From 2012 to 2016, the manufacturer rebates to PBMs 

increased from $39.7 billion to $89.5 billion.149 PBMs say a share of this is going to insurers, but 
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the details are not publicly disclosed. If PBMs were to pass through all of this rebate to insurers, 

copays and premiums could reduce. PBMs may also engage in ‘spread pricing’, where they are 

reimbursed by health plans at a higher price for generic drugs than what is actually paid to the 

pharmacies, with the PBMs keeping the difference.150 This lack of transparency may be costing 

Americans a major loss, further creating a divide in healthcare access. 

Access to healthcare in the U.S. has remained a controversial topic. At the end of the 

day, it is a business. Pharmaceutical manufacturers, PBMs and insurers, and healthcare 

providers are involved in the economics and politics of drug production and sale. The goal of 

policymakers is to reduce out-of-pocket costs for patients, but the methods of doing so may 

have unintended effects and could potentially make this access much worse.   
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Risk Deterrence from Entrepreneurship 
Matthew Koleszar 

 

Since the 1970s, entrepreneurship in the United States has gradually declined, causing 

a two percent decrease in average GDP growth.151 Overwhelming risk deters people from 

starting a business, with 20 percent of small businesses failing in their first year and 50 percent 

failing by their fifth year.152 However, an aspiring entrepreneur from a wealthy family can take on 

this risk with the knowledge that they can rely on their family’s help if their venture fails. For this 

reason, wealthy individuals tend to be more risk-tolerant and are more likely to start a business 

than the general population.153 If the U.S. government provided a safety net for all small 

business owners through a national unemployment insurance (UI), low-income entrepreneurs 

would be able to take greater risks, thereby increasing the nation’s economic productivity. 

Additionally, UI would not produce business owners of inferior quality, burden the government 

with expensive monitoring costs, or reduce the incentive to work.  

 UI reduces the risk of starting a new business because it provides a safety net in case of 

failure. For example, France modified their UI rules in 2002, allowing the “unemployed turned 

entrepreneur” to continue collecting benefits until their business turned profitable. After the 

reform, “monthly firm creation immediately [increased] by 25 percent.”154 Opponents of the 

policy expected this new pool of entrepreneurs to be of inferior quality to more risk-tolerant 

entrepreneurs who started businesses before the UI change. Perhaps the high risk of starting a 

business can effectively “screen out entrepreneurs who have low expectations about the 

success of their venture.”155 But, when compared to pre-existing firms, the new firms were more 

productive. “Value added per worker is [$7,400] per year higher in newly created firms relative 

to these incumbents.”156 New firms also survived for a similar length of time and employed a 

similar number of workers.157 

 The United States Self-Employment Assistance (SEA) offers similar benefits to France’s 

UI and has seen similar results. It is a voluntary program administered by the Department of 

Labor. So far, only Delaware, Mississippi, New Hampshire, New York, and Oregon have 

decided to participate. To enroll in the program, claimants must have their business idea 
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approved. Then, they receive entrepreneurial training and technical assistance.158  SEA 

participants were four times more likely to find any type of employment when compared to 

eligible nonparticipants.159 Two thirds of participants successfully started their own business 

without the need to secure loans, leading to steady job creation.160 While enrollment numbers 

have been low in the few states with SEA, participants consistently report “high levels of 

satisfaction with self-employment and the training they received as part of the SEA program.”161  

The U.S. could expand SEA so that people nationwide have the opportunity to start their own 

business, in hopes of increasing employment and job satisfaction. 

Other forms of welfare have the same effect of reducing the risk of entrepreneurship and 

encouraging firm formation. A robust social safety net that reduces the risk of entrepreneurship 

could include more than just UI. For instance, the State Child Health Insurance Program 

(SCHIP) provides health insurance to families that make too much money to qualify for 

Medicaid, but still need help providing medical care to their children. Once the program began in 

1997, “SCHIP reduced the number of households with uninsured children by 29%… increased 

the self-employment rate by 23%, [and increased] the number of incorporated firms by 31%.”162 

The study also determined that these new firms were “high-quality ventures.”163 In the U.S., 

where employers typically provide health insurance to their employees, aspiring entrepreneurs 

may be deterred from starting a business out of fear of losing coverage. Public health insurance 

assuages this fear and protects families from medical debt. Similarly, in the mid-2000s, the 

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) income threshold increased so that the 

program covered twice as many people. After the change, “newly-eligible households [were] 

20% more likely to own a business.”164 Both the SCHIP and SNAP expansions caused an 

increase in the labor supply, thereby boosting total economic output. Many forms of welfare 

follow the same underlying principle, as a risk reduction can boost entrepreneurship.   

There are two mechanisms through which a safety net can increase entrepreneurship: 

reducing risk and increasing credit. Welfare can provide insurance in the case of business 

failure (reducing risk) or free up wealth to use as collateral or invest into the start-up (increasing 

credit). Between these two effects, entrepreneurs are more likely to be risk constrained than 

credit constrained.165 After the SNAP expansion, the new firm growth was driven by newly 
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eligible non-enrollees.166 Households with less risk exposure but the same amount of capital 

were more likely to start a business. A study in Mexico found the same conclusion by giving 

some farmers cash immediately while other farmers were promised cash transfers in the future. 

People who had the insurance of future cash transfers were far more likely to start their own 

firms than people who immediately received money.167 The main obstacle to firm formation is 

not a lack of capital or collateral to start the firm, but rather the fear of what might happen when 

the business fails. Because the risk effect poses a larger barrier for most aspiring 

entrepreneurs, government policy should focus on reducing risk rather than increasing credit. 

Some policies try to increase credit through microcredit loans, preventing credit rationing, or 

providing tax incentives to lenders giving to start-ups.168 Other policies, like universal basic 

income or a negative income tax, simply give people more money. 

 Opponents of UI argue that the program burdens the poor by forcing them to report their 

job-seeking efforts and burdens the government with expensive administrative costs.169 These 

potential issues can be solved with a program that has low activation requirements. For 

example, unemployed people seeking benefits would only have to self-certify to receive 

benefits, rather than providing extensive evidence of job applications. This, in turn, would 

reduce job-search monitoring costs that typically burden UI.170 High job-search requirements 

can force job seekers to take lower quality jobs and push people out of the labor market.171 

 With low activation requirements, many claim that UI has the potential to create a moral 

hazard: people may receive benefits without looking for a job. Some cite how UI increases 

unemployment durations as evidence for the reduced incentive to work and a reduced incentive 

to start a business.172 However, unemployment duration only increases because UI provides 

jobseekers with more bargaining power.173 With greater financial security, they do not have the 

pressure to accept the first job offer they receive. They can negotiate a better deal or wait for a 

better offer. Consequently, more generous UI programs correlate with higher job match quality 

as measured by increased wages and increased job stability.174 In contrast, when states cut UI, 
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starting salaries fall by 7.2 percent.175 UI does not “make people lazy.” Extended unemployment 

benefits do not decrease labor force participation.176 UI provides people with the financial 

security to start businesses or find more optimal jobs.  

 Our legal system already recognizes that starting a business is very risky. An LLC or 

Limited Liability Corporation protects shareholders, owners, and employees from being held 

responsible for their company’s losses. If a corporation goes bankrupt, the owner doesn’t go 

bankrupt. The corporation is a legal mechanism designed to protect business owners from risk 

and encourage firm formation. Likewise, a social safety net with comprehensive unemployment 

insurance would protect business owners from risk. 

The U.S. economy is missing out on potential entrepreneurs. Many brilliant ideas that 

would benefit the economy never materialize because risk deters people from entrepreneurship. 

The government should build a stronger social safety net to help people transition into becoming 

small business owners. If entrepreneurship were a more feasible option, we would have more 

entrepreneurs. With more entrepreneurs, our economy would be more productive.  
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Unveiling Digitized Dystopia: China’s Dissemination of 

Digital Authoritarianism  
Alessandro Portolano 

 

The ascent of the People's Republic of China as a global leader in the exportation of 

digital authoritarianism offers a glimpse into a troubling future. China's primacy in this area is 

spurred forward by its techno-nationalist aspirations and increasingly totalitarian political 

system, piquing many developing nations' interest in an alternative path to governance outside 

Western political liberalism. As China expands its economic and political influence, it 

concurrently spreads the dark cloud of digital authoritarianism across the globe. The utilization 

of advanced digital surveillance tools and AI-powered systems for suppression and repression 

of its citizens is not merely a step toward authoritarianism but a significant leap into the abyss of 

dystopia. 

The initial hope that digital technologies would bring democratization has given way to 

immense disappointment. Initially seen as tools for oppressed populations to mobilize against 

authoritarian regimes, recent trends indicate that dictators now employ digital technologies to 

consolidate their rule.177 China has become the world’s first digital totalitarian state, using digital 

tools for surveillance and censorship. A wide array of these burgeoning authoritarian 

technologies are developed and tested on the captive Uyghur population in Xinjiang. The 

Chinese government has designated the northwestern autonomous region as the "main 

battlefield" in its fight against the "three evils:" terrorism, extremism, and separatism.178 The 

conflict between Han cultural homogeneity and the Turkic Uyghur minority intensified after the 

2009 Ürümqi ethnic riots, leading to a series of violent incidents and the subsequent 

implementation of the government's anti-terrorist Hard Strike Campaign.179 President Xi 

Jinping's pursuit of “social stability and enduring peace" has allowed party authorities to address 

regional unrest with an advanced technological repression network.180 This initiative not only 

bolsters the Chinese Communist Party's (CCP) regime security but also fuels a highly lucrative 

market, with billion-dollar private and state-owned enterprises vying for lucrative contracts in the 

region. Investment in Xinjiang’s security sector, worth an estimated 8.7 billion RMB (USD 1.3 

billion) annually, fuels nightmarish implementations of natural language processing, machine 

learning, facial recognition, and genetic profiling, enabling unequaled levels of control.181 
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Since the turn of the century, Chinese security officials in Xinjiang have gradually been 

implementing “grid-style social management,” aimed at carving up urban neighborhoods and 

even some rural townships into geometric grids. Efforts to achieve “complete coverage” without 

blind spots have swelled since the Ürümqi riots.182 This social control apparatus consists of 

6,281 grids where 41,000 security officials operate. Higher-risk neighborhoods see 24/7 digital 

surveillance, with over 60,000 cameras monitored by 1,000 security personnel. The grid-

management system integrates innovative surveillance technology with grassroots security 

patrols to create a multi-tiered system of social control. Further investments into surveillance 

technology attempt to create a more automated and seamless approach. For instance, 

residents of Xinjiang are required to install a surveillance app on their smartphones to 

“automatically detect terrorist and illegal religious videos, images, e-books, and electronic 

documents, and alert authorities.” Ground police forces conduct regular checks to ensure 

citizens comply with this directive. Moreover, countless Xinjiang residents have been questioned 

and illegally detained due to their online activities.183  

The incremental rollout of the Hard Strike Campaign has reshaped Xinjiang into the 

globe's largest open-air panopticon. The deployment of digital authoritarian technology is 

portrayed as the ultimate instrument for precise and scientific social control, focusing on 

individuals labeled as terrorists, criminals, separatists, or “social undesirables.”184 The Chinese 

national video surveillance initiative, known as "SkyNet," ominously earns its name from a 

traditional Chinese proverb about the inevitability of justice. Chinese state media has 

emphasized Skynet's objectivity, asserting that it serves as the "eyes that safeguard China.”185 

More advanced systems operating on iris identification compile biometric data and feed it into 

Xinjiang's Integrated Joint Operations Platform, along with data from other sources. With the 

help of artificial intelligence, predictive policing models can identify a source of instability before 

it emerges.186 Despite the parading of ostensibly 'objective' technologies for social management, 

their actual impartiality remains questionable. For example, certain behaviors flagged as 

suspicious by AI adjudicators exhibit a disconcerting bias against Uyghurs, disproportionately 

targeting activities inherent to the Islamic faith, such as engaging in the Hajj pilgrimage or 

fundraising for a Mosque.187 However, the heightened concern extends beyond technology-

driven local mass detentions and human rights abuses in Xinjiang as Beijing exports the 

despotic technologies developed there to like-minded regimes worldwide. 
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The spread of digital authoritarianism is interlinked with China's rise in soft power within 

the developing world. Beijing's advancement and proliferation of information technology no 

longer serve purely economic purposes but also act as strategic leverage against Western 

democracies. The complicity of private Chinese companies in advancing authoritarian 

technologies emerges as a critical issue in this issue. Many of these private companies are 

covertly interlinked to the CCP through various proxies, with an academic study concluding that 

an ominous "trade union committee" owns a staggering 99 percent of the tech behemoth 

Huawei.188 This pattern extends across many Chinese companies, as the government 

strategically implants "party cells" to advance the directives of the Chinese government.189 

Globally, the consequences of these clandestine directives are emerging as Chinese companies 

propagate CCP norms and undermine democratic processes in countless nations. One strategy 

to this end involves educating foreign elites on Beijing’s internet policies, facilitated through 

forums such as the 2017 World Internet Conference in Wuzhen.190 Over 36 nations have 

participated in these sessions covering “new media” and “information management.”191 The 

impact of these initiatives becomes apparent as participant nations often adopt Chinese-style 

cybersecurity laws following their exposure to Chinese seminars. This pattern is observable in 

East Africa, with increased Chinese involvement coinciding with the passage of stringent 

cybercrime and media laws in Uganda and Tanzania.192 These endeavors showcase China's 

overarching objective to encourage authoritarian shifts in governance globally. 

By embedding the dissemination of digital authoritarian technology within the Digital Silk 

Road (DSR) framework and the larger Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), Beijing gains the unique 

opportunity to mold the digital backbone for participating nations.193 These efforts bolster 

Chinese influence worldwide by providing aid, political support, and other assistance to recipient 

states and assisting Chinese exporters, including prominent technology companies.194 The 

implementation of Chinese technology is apparent in Africa, with many nations signing exclusive 

agreements with Chinese companies. For example, Zimbabwe entered into a deal with the 
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Beijing-based CloudWalk firm to provide a national facial recognition database and monitoring 

system.195 Even more perturbing is the fact that Chinese companies are actively aiding foreign 

officials in surveilling political adversaries in Uganda and Zambia,196 as well as monitoring 

journalists in Ethiopia.197 Simultaneously, Singapore is developing a SkyNet-like network in 

Southeast Asia, while Malaysia is implementing Chinese facial recognition systems into its 

armed services. Crossing continents to South America, Venezuela is entrusting the construction 

of a "fatherland database," meant to track financial transactions and personal information, to the 

Chinese firm ZTE. Concurrently, Ecuador is adopting streamlined intelligence services, 

harvesting data from the 4,300 government cameras scattered throughout the nation. Finally, 

Dubai’s ambitious "Police without Policemen" initiative seeks to replace conventional law 

enforcement with a network vitalized by Chinese technology, heralding an era where control is 

exerted more through algorithms than uniform presence.198 Across the planet, governments 

keenly recognize the transformative power of these technologies to repress and consolidate 

power at an unparalleled rate.  

The digital revolution has reshaped the way humans connect. For the first time in history, 

distance is a negligible bottleneck to the spread of ideas. Yet, connection knows no morality. 

The same force that weaves the human experience into a collective digital space is the very 

same one that grants autocratic governments divine-like insight into the most private recesses 

of individuals' lives. To disregard the encroaching specter of totalitarian technology is to drive 

forward the dark cloud of digital authoritarianism. The unchecked development of digital 

authoritarian technologies threatens democracies worldwide as they have the potential to cast 

oblivious populations into the stark depths of an Orwellian dystopia. In this cold and calculated 

existence, the cherished ideals of individual freedom and privacy, reduced to mere sources of 

nostalgia, wither beneath the relentless march of centralized control. 
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Matching Crime and Punishment: Concerns Over the 

Juvenile Justice System 
Ashley Soto  

 

The American criminal justice system's treatment of offenders differs significantly based 

on their age. It influences their access to medical treatment, rehabilitative resources, and 

education and employment programs. In numerous jurisdictions across the United States, 

juveniles are eligible to receive adult convictions and be denied these services. However, when 

determining juvenile offenders’ sentences, it is important to understand the neurological 

differences between them and adults. Juveniles’ comparative lack of brain development informs 

their propensity for criminality. This paper delves into the extensive research surrounding 

juvenile development and argues against juveniles’ receiving adult convictions.  

Three neurological distinctions differentiate juveniles from adults: their maturity levels, 

vulnerability, and undeveloped characters.199 These distinctions are demonstrated through the 

case of seventeen-year-old Christopher Simmons, who was charged with first-degree murder 

and sentenced to death in 1993. However, when presented before the United States Supreme 

Court, his sentence was ruled unconstitutional and subsequently reduced to life imprisonment 

without the possibility of parole.200 According to  Simmons' testimony, he exhibited a lack of 

maturity (the first distinction) in understanding and accepting the consequences of his actions.201 

Simmons’ immaturity caused him to believe that he could escape responsibility for his crimes, 

as evidenced by his boastful discussions of the murder with friends. This lack of accountability 

also enticed 15-year-old Charles Benjamin to participate in the crime.202 Being an adolescent, 

Benjamin’s underdeveloped sense of responsibility made him vulnerable to Simmons’ corrupting 

authority. This demonstrates the second distinction between juveniles and adults: juveniles are 

more impressionable and susceptible to negative influences. The ease at which Benjamin was 

swayed into criminality exhibited his personality’s malleability. This also constitutes the third 

critical difference between juveniles and adults: underdeveloped characters.203 One of the most 

significant changes individuals undergo during adolescence is cognitive development, which 

influences their thought processes. Psychologist Elizabeth Cauffman’s research illustrates the 

disparity between intellectual ability and psychosocial development in adolescents and adults. 

Although adolescents reach adult intellectual abilities around age 16, their psychosocial abilities 
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continue developing until their mid-twenties. Psychosocial development is important because it 

enhances impulse control, emotional regulation, resistance to peer pressure, and the ability to 

think long-term.204 

Examining brain development, the prefrontal cortex does not fully mature until early 

adulthood. The prefrontal cortex is the brain region associated with planning, complex cognitive 

behavior, personality expression, decision-making, and the regulation of social behavior.205 

Therefore, because juveniles’ prefrontal cortexes are not fully developed, they lack control and 

skillfulness in these areas. Another factor impacting the prefrontal cortex's delayed maturation is 

juveniles’ decreased production of myelin, a fatty sheet that facilitates the transmission of 

electrical signals throughout the body. Myelin accumulates through experiences and 

strengthens juveniles’ intelligence and inhibition, both factors inversely correlated with 

criminality.206 Similar development also occurs with the density and distribution of dopamine 

receptors. Dopamine is a neurotransmitter produced by the brain. The nervous system uses 

dopamine to send messages between nerve cells. Dopamine affects emotions and how people 

experience pleasure. Adults cannot reach the same levels of dopamine as adolescents. 

Therefore, youth tend to engage in more risky activities, such as speeding or drinking, because 

their dopamine levels spike beyond their eventual adult range. However, as individuals age their 

dopamine gradually declines. This decline corresponds with a reduction in the frequency of risky 

decisions.207 Another developmental change occurs within the amygdala, a part of the brain that 

facilitates the recognition of certain facial emotions (especially fear), acts as a storage for 

emotional memories, and serves an important function in social learning.208 The reactivity of an 

individual's amygdala influences their aggression.209 Older people’s amygdalas are less reactive 

to negative emotions, meaning they are less aggressive and violence-prone.210 Cauffman's 

research on patterns of offending also demonstrates that as adolescents become adults, they 

mature and begin making more rational decisions. For example, one psychological study 

demonstrated that only roughly nine percent of high-level adolescent offenders remained life-
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long criminals. Meanwhile, 35 percent ceased offending by their twenties.211 This and the 

research presented above clearly demonstrate that juvenile brains are weakly developed 

compared to adults. Therefore, they should not be treated equally within the criminal justice 

system. 

In a study by the National Library of Medicine, sixty-four male juveniles incarcerated 

within adult correctional facilities completed the Massachusetts Youth Screening Instrument 

(MAYSI-2). The MAYSI-2 is administered to identify potential mental disorders needing 

immediate attention. The study compared the scores of the sixty-four subjects to juveniles 

incarcerated within specifically juvenile facilities.212 The study discovered that the sixty-four 

subjects exhibited greater mental disorders than their counterparts incarcerated within 

specifically juvenile facilities. These results demonstrate the adverse effects of incarcerating 

juveniles alongside much older offenders. As abundant research illustrates, instead of 

facilitating rehabilitation, the American prison experience often furthers offenders’ criminality. 

Prisoners encounter brutal conditions where violence and domination ensure safety and social 

prominence.213 After release, prisoners maintain this mentality and, through discussions with 

fellow inmates, learn how to engage in criminal behavior more artfully. This reality becomes 

exacerbated among juvenile offenders, who as previously discussed, are especially susceptible 

to corrupting influences.214 Therefore, juvenile offenders should only be incarcerated with fellow 

juveniles and never tried as adults. Additionally, this would allow them to benefit from the 

services of their respective states’ Department of Youth Services, which provides community 

service, delinquency prevention and education, job training, unemployment, victimization, and 

clinical health and substance abuse programs.215 The alternative, adult convictions, would yield 

permanent criminal records and significantly limit their access to these resources. 

Although juvenile offenders should not be tried as adults, their actions nonetheless 

necessitate penalties. In such cases, potential mental disorders should be considered when 

determining their sentences. Moreover, juveniles should be provided with opportunities to 

receive treatment until they are in the condition to reintegrate into society. For example, they 

should receive access to the programs of their respective states’ Departments of Youth 

Services, which, along with proper mental treatment, improve delinquent juveniles' maturity and 

impulse control. Nevertheless, the glaring disparity between juvenile and adult psychosocial 

development significantly influences their greater propensity for criminal offending. With their 

brains not fully developed, juveniles experience greater chances of benefiting from rehabilitation 
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than adults whose characters are already fixed. With sufficient support, juveniles can be guided 

and treated in a safe environment. Therefore, they should never receive a life sentence, and 

treatment for their potential mental illness should be available.  
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Blade Runner 2049: Marxist Versus Sartre Existentialism 
Huiling Yin  
 

Blade Runner 2049 is a sequel to the science fiction classic Blade Runner, directed by 

Ridley Scott. Blade Runner offers a dystopian vision of a capitalist society in a future world 

where advanced technology, including the creation of bioengineered humans (replicants), plays 

a central role. 30 years after the original film, Blade Runner 2049 provided a philosophical 

explanation of the distinction between humans and replicants. Blade Runner 2049’s 

interpretation of fertility represents the emblem of freedom in the existentialist perspective. 

According to replicants’ interpretation of Sartre's theory of existentialism, the evolution of the 

reproductive system heralds the eventual abolition of the essences of slaves, whereas Marx 

thought that accessing human essences would not alter their characteristic of instrumentality. 

While both Sartrean and Marxism existentialism provide distinct philosophical lenses through 

which to analyze and critique this society, they can be seen as contrasting concepts due to their 

differing perspectives on class struggle, individualism and freedom. 

The 1982 film, Blade Runner suggests that empathy is the one emotion that 

distinguishes humans from replicants. The line between humans and replicants began to 

progressively fade after the new model replicant, Rachael, was implanted with memories, giving 

the replicant basic human emotions. The topic of human nature in Blade Runner 2049 initially 

focuses on the parallels and divergences in more fundamental physiological systems. The 

movie claims that replicants can be mistaken for real individuals because of the excellent 

bioengineering technology in the Blade Runner universe; however, replicants are still regarded 

as being merely produced on an assembly line and unable to reproduce on their own until the 

sequel film. The main character in Blade Runner 2049, K's search for the first replicant child, 

Ana, is the central theme of the film. The replicants believe that the development of the 

reproductive system is a sign of the final erasure of the physiological differences between 

replicants and humans.216 The existential philosopher Sartre proposed the idea that human 

beings “existence precedes essence.”217 In other words, humans are first born and exist before 

we choose the nature and meaning of our life. The fundamental essence of an everyday thing is 

being made for a purpose. A newborn baby has no preset essence, because there is no creator 

who can predetermine our adult personality, behavior, employment and reason for existing in 

the world. These characteristics are entirely dependent on a person's actions in the future. With 

each person only developing their unique essence in the values and the purpose of life through 

contact and interaction with oneself, others and the environment during the growing process.218  

Replicants, on the other hand, are the result of bioengineering technology; while they 

have the same physiology and mentality as humans, they are programmed to fulfill a certain 

function. Being a replicant means being a slave in the Blade Runner movies, whose essence 
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exists before its physical form. Replicants cannot choose their essence; therefore, they can 

never become truly human. Humans introduced the replicant to the world with a distinct artificial 

purpose, whether they are soldiers used to fight wars, slaves who are laborers, or blade runners 

who are born to hunt down their own kind. In Blade Runner 2049, Ana, the daughter of a 

replicant, is the first replicant created without any preset meaning.219 She is the first replicant 

that is truly a human being because she has no essence before her existence.  

Through Ana’s birth, replicants gained freedom from their essence, but this was not the 

only way they were enslaved. Despite the potential similarities between replicants and humans 

in their shared experiences of alienation and reification, replicants are largely perceived as 

slaves within this capitalist dystopia. Their status as slaves is not solely a result of their physical 

or psychological similarities to humans but is instead a consequence of the system that treats 

them as disposable labor based on Marxist perspective.  

According to Marx, only a small number of people can work in non-production domains 

due to the constraints of the growth of productive forces.220 Various groups have had an 

"instrumental status" that has been supported by a variety of moral theories. The moral tensions 

in society grew deeper when instrumentality grew deeper. At the darkest time of slavery and 

tyranny in the 18th and 19th century, the moral tension extended to “they are not human 

beings.”221 However, the reproduction characteristic is only a tremendous "technological 

breakthrough" and a "new profit growth point" from the viewpoint of the capitalist elite Niander 

Wallace who built and enslaved replicants in the films.  

The definition of a human being has evolved from the development of tribal productivity 

to human input. Marxists refer to the result of this estrangement as reification, which occurs 

when the worker is simply perceived as a member of the labor force and capitalism's core 

objectives, profit and loss, take precedence.222 The worker loses some of his or her humanity 

when they are reduced to nothing more than cogs in the machine; they turn into objects.223 

Replicants are therefore perceived as slaves because of alienation and the result of reification 

rather than their differences from humans.  

In the movies, Wallace is the reclusive and enigmatic CEO of the Wallace Corporation, a 

powerful corporation that specializes in the production of replicants. He is portrayed as a 

visionary and megalomaniac who is obsessed with expanding the replicant workforce and 

advancing their capabilities. He believes that replicants are the key to humanity's future and is 

determined to unlock the secrets of their creation, including the ability to procreate. The 

replicants seek a savior to demonstrate, in some ways, their humanity, whereas Wallace desires 
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a new labor force, or a new, more resilient, less expensive and easier to manufacture slave 

caste.224 Wallace believes that accessing human essences would not change their characteristic 

of instrumentality, whereas Replicants believe that accessing human essences would not 

change their perception of Sartre's notion of existentialism. The replicants' struggle for liberation 

and self-realization can be seen as both a class struggle and an existential quest for authenticity 

in a capitalist, dehumanizing society. Whether they seek to abolish their "essences" as slaves or 

transcend them, their journey embodies the complexities of these philosophical ideologies.   

Blade Runner 2049 explores the conceptual difference between humans and replicants 

in a dystopian capitalist society where sophisticated technology and the development of 

replicants are prominent. The products of biotechnology replicators share the same physiology 

and psyche as humans but are trained to perform specific tasks. Replicants read Sartre's 

existentialist theory as indicating that the reproductive system's development would eventually 

lead to the eradication of slaves' essences. Marx believed that human essences would remain 

instrumental to the capitalist; instead of their distinctions from humans, replicants are viewed as 

slaves due to alienation and the outcome of reification.  

 

224 Guynes, S. (2020). Dystopia fatigue doesn’t cut it, or, Blade Runner 2049’s utopian longings. Science Fiction Film 
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